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Abstract

Internet Voting (i-Voting) is an online electronic voting process where a voter can vote staying online
from anywhere or connected to a wireless network of a target place. In this paper, a wireless net-
work built with a MANET has been considered for the voting process. National parliamentary voting
process of Bangladesh has been taken as the case study. The MANET of the voting process is built
using some stationary wireless nodes and mobile wireless nodes. Voters carry mobile wireless nodes
using which they can vote. Stationary wireless nodes are installed and deployed in the MANET built
in a polling area selected by the National Agency of Election process. These nodes are directly in
connection with the national database of voters. Stationary nodes perform the authentication and
validation processes of the voter (a mobile node) before the vote is given and casted. The secured
transaction of data is the goal to be occurred and routed after a strong authentication and valida-
tion of the user has been confirmed. The whole process is completed in a scalable wireless network
with a distributed goal based approach. Total processes are followed by secured routing of data in
this MANET. The optimal routing protocol among OLSR, AODV, DSR, TORA and GRP has been
chosen. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks have been considered as the major threat on nodes in this
MANET. The simulation work is done in the OPNET simulator.

Keywords: i-voting; Distributed scalable wireless networks; MANET; Routing protocols; Secure
wireless networks.

1 Introduction

Mobile Adhoc NETworks (MANETs) have been one good option for real time applications [1, 2, 3, 4].
Since MANETs are self-configurable and can be organized arbitrarily [5, 6], devices can adopt this topo-
logical network easily and free to move around in a certain range of access limit.

This article proposes an application field named as Internet voting (i-voting) system where some
wireless nodes (both stationary and mobile) in a MANET are connected taking part in a secure infor-
mation exchange. MANET is the focused topological framework, which will be configured as single
networks in several locations. Each of these MANETs are individually connected with the Internet as
shown in Figure 1, where each MANET represents an individual location (see Figure 2).

Each MANET contains three stationary wireless nodes which are connected with coordinating servers
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as well as connected with the Internet on behalf of this MANET. The stationary wireless nodes are con-
nected with mobile wireless nodes in the system. The mobile nodes are termed as voters in this i-voting
system. Stationary wireless nodes perform authentication and validation of mobile nodes traversing the
MANET. At the same time, mobile nodes will connect to secure network for performing secure informa-
tion transactions. Figure 1 depicts the contextual i-voting system containing several MANETs connected
with the Internet. Each MANET is receiving secure information from wireless nodes and sending it to
the national database through the Internet.

Internet

National	Database

Secured	Data	Transaction

Secured	Data	Transaction

Secured	Data	Transaction

MANET	1

MANET	2

MANET	n
 

Figure 1: Context network architecture diagram of the system

The number of MANETs connecting to the Internet are n for reaching the national database as shown in
Figure 1.
The question may arise: Why MANET?

Internet

National	Election	Commission

Votes	from	Location	1

Votes	from	Location	2

Votes	from	Location	n
 

Figure 2: National i-voting system at a glance

The following reasons are considered behind this issue:

1. Each node in a MANET can be a node and a routing hop. The proposed i-voting system requires
nodes which will collect data from voters and route it to the destination utilizing routing informa-
tion which will make the system faster and economic [5, 7].

2. MANETs can perform multi-hop routing when the source and the destination nodes are apart from
each other such that they are out of their signal range of access. Hence, there is always a redundant
routing available in case of damage of a link or branch [5, 6].
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3. MANETs work in a distributed working architecture in terms of security maintenance, routing,
caching and node configurations. For this, nodes can assess each other, can retrieve routing or
other information from neighbors, can provide security keys such as parameters of hash functions,
hashing keys, public or private keys in cryptographic functions and more [5, 6].

4. MANETs support higher node density and mobility of nodes in the network environment. There-
fore, the network of a MANET becomes scalable and greater number of users can enter the network
for enjoying services [5, 6, 8].

5. Other topologies such as star and mesh are not optimal in large density of nodes, media access and
network delays and throughput [9].

The term secure has been used for the reasons mentioned below:

1. Each mobile node (voter) will get connected through a number of authorization and validation
confirmed by two nodes.

2. The voting process is a combination of secured processes performed by both a specific stationary
wireless node and the voter node.

The MANET is scalable, as in an average case, number of mobile nodes (voters) will grow at a greater
number. Density of nodes is not uniform for all MANETs. A single network (MANET) has the following
issues:

1. The communication link can be broken any time during a communication session [8, 10, 11].

2. Vulnerabilities of security has been identified which may result loss of data, data stolen or modifi-
cation of data [12, 13, 14].

3. This network has limited range of wireless signal accessibility [5, 6].

4. Parameters such as throughput, packets loss, delay, network load, energy of nodes, media access
have different performance records under different transmission techniques and routing protocols
[1, 2, 10, 11].

5. Mobility of nodes has an impact on routing [8, 11].

Design of the network for the i-voting system is projected considering the voting process of a de-
veloping country (Bangladesh) where the system is run manually and facing risk factors and challenges
[15]. Citizens of the country takes part in this manual voting process to select the candidate of their
choice. A greater number of voters [15] participate in this voting system. Since voters need to be present
while casting of votes, the MANET is considered to be built in the working place of voting. The pro-
posed i-voting system for the national voting process can be conceptualized from Figure 2. Amount of
votes casted from different locations are collected electronically using wireless nodes. Entering of voters
in MANETs goes under an authentication and validation process. The voting process is proposed to be
secured maintaining security measures. Number of votes casted in a particular location are stored and
the information is sent to the national database system.

This article is tackling the following two research questions:

1. What are the security measures for a single MANET of the Internet voting system?
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2. How efficiently greater number of users can be handled to ensure optimal routing in the MANET?

Section II highlights the related works, while Section III discusses the methodology used. Section
IV presents the results and analysis and Section V concludes the paper.

2 Literature Review

MANETs are widely used in most industrial sectors where faster communication in shorter range net-
work compared to MAN and WAN are being considered [5, 6, 8]. Star and Mesh Topologies were the
considering factors for stable network performance and optimal spectrum efficiency [9]. Since MANETs
were found to be more efficient in topological performances in a scalable network where substantial
growth of nodes is an important factor [8, 16]. As, the Internet voting system has a non-deterministic
growth of users (voters) [15], this network needs to be scalable enough to handle such overhead.

Routing in MANETs is a concerning issue and various routing protocols decide routing schemes
[1, 2, 3, 8, 17, 18]. For proactive routing, the protocols used are OLSR, GRP, DSDV, WRP, TBRPF and
QDRP. Reactive routing schemes use AODV, LMR, TORA, DSR, LQSR protocols. Routing schemes are
preferred considering some vital network attributes such as medium access delay, network load, energy
of nodes, throughput, packet drops and transmission delay [1, 10, 11, 18]. OLSR, GRP, AODV, TORA
and DSR are widely used in industrial and research applications [10, 11] with some selective attributes
among these in the network. AODV uses the routing cache and decides upon routes from dedicated en-
tries for each destination in a reactive manner [18]. DSR maintains the routing cache populating multiple
entries for destinations whereas TORA functions with the principle of an algorithm named as Link Re-
versal with a temporary ordered list of entries for destinations. This protocol offers a loop free network
with multiple routes to avoid congestion. But it is not capable of using shortest paths for routes [18].
For optimal performances, other algorithms and prediction techniques have been applied [4, 7]. Other
researches have chosen Zigbee [11] since it consumes less power, it is simple to deploy and it is cheaper.
However, MANETs performed best using AODV and OLSR [1, 10, 18]. The proposed i-voting system
will experience a large traffic due to a greater quantity of users in MANETs. Hence, efficient routing
scheme is a challenging factor and an optimal routing protocol needs to adopt in the network for the best
routing performance considering throughput of traffic, network load, packets dropped, delay and media
access delay.

Another challenging issue for individual MANETs is the security. MANETs are vulnerable to major
threats and attacks [19]. Compromising of key distributions, privacy of a network user, integrity/authen-
tication data and anti-jamming for denial of service are committed in physical layer [13, 14, 16, 19].
On the other hand, using cryptanalysis compromising of confidentiality, integrity/authentication, digital
signature, non-repudiation and access control attacks are performed in upper layers [13, 14, 16, 19].
Repudiation and data corruption occurs in application layer. Session robbing and flooding attacks are
done in transport layer. At the network layer, black hole, wormhole, consumption of resources, location
disclosing and byzantine attacks are committed whereas traffic analysis and monitoring of disruption at
MAC 802.11 occur at data link layer [14, 19]. Previous Internet voting systems experienced substantial
attacks [20] and in the paper [20] a threat tree was proposed by Pardue et al. Again, assessing risks in
electronic voting system the same author proposed a threat tree for Direct Recording Electronic (DRE)
Systems [21]. For the proposed i-voting system, identity management needs to be strong enough for au-
thentication and validation of users in MANETs. Early studies were limited only to decisions based on
possible attacks and some of the measurements were taken for attacks at physical layers such as attacks
by brute force methods, privacy compromising or attacks on key distribution [13, 16, 20]. However, at-
tacks at upper layers have not been taken into considerations. This article presents the performance of the
MANET under an attack done at the network layer which is termed as Black Hole attack [14, 19]. There
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has been a possible threat from other attacks such Sybil attacks, Wormhole attacks, flooding attacks, De-
nial of Service (DoS) attacks, overflow of the routing table attacks, and many more [19]. Since multihop
links in MANETs make Black Hole attacks more common, it was chosen to observe the performance of
the network under that type of threat.

The i-voting system which is the research focus of this article, was not initiated with the term ‘In-
ternet’ at first. Electronic voting (E-voting) was the first system of automated voting introduced by the
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) in January 2005 and
it was implemented in the national election of Estonia [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The Zurich govern-
ment [26, 29, 30] initiated Internet voting and later the Governments of Canada and Switzerland [31, 32]
added safety standards in this polling system. Challenges regarding i-voting concept have been pointed
out [15, 29, 33] and it came under criticism [34]. Security experts expressed their concerns and yet they
could not rely on this system. However, for presidential election in US, Internet voting was adopted
in more than 30 states [34]. Major threats have been pointed out and security experts expressed their
concerns on protection, electronic ballot, safety of voters, safety of data transactions, confidentiality of
votes, accountability, online voting from remote places, accuracy, transparency, and verifiability of elec-
tions [15, 34].

Other studies we performed in the area of Wireless Sensor Networks include proposals on systems
for efficient flood prediction, smart irrigation, and related areas [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 1, 41].

3 Methodology

Our proposed system comprises n MANETs from n locations (as shown in Figures 1 and 2). Each
MANET has some stationary nodes named as WN1, WN2 and WN3 as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The mobile node named ”User” in Figures 3 and 4 gets connected in the MANET for voting purpose.
Stationary nodes perform the authentication and validation procedure using the security process served
by a Security Server. The casting of vote is performed by another stationary node which routes the
collected data from user to the Data Server which is connected to the Internet.

InternetVote	Casting

key

User
WN	3

WN	1

Sending	data

WN	2

Security	server

Data	server

Authentication	and	
validation	challenge

WN	–	Wireless	Node

Figure 3: Operation of a single MANET

The voting process can be defined into two phases:
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Internet
Routing

User
WN	3

WN	1

Routing

Routing

WN	2

Security	server

Data	server

Routing

Routing

Routing

WN	–	Wireless	Node
MN	–	Malicious	Node

MN

Routing

Optimal	Protocol
AODV	or	OLSR	?

Black	hole
Attack

Routing

Figure 4: Challenges in MANETs

1. Authentication and validation of a user
A user needs to be authenticated to verify whether s/he is a citizen of Bangladesh using the national voter
ID card provided by Peoples Republic of Bangladesh [42]. When a user connects to the MANET at first
a wireless nodes receives data of the identity (Biometric data) of the user for verification (Figures 3 and
4). After the authentication purpose has been completed, again the user is assessed whether is the voter
of that place [42].

2. Casting of vote
After successful authentication and validation (the voter has not voted redundantly), the voter (the mobile
node) receives a key which in turn is used for the encoding purpose of the voting information. The
mobile node using the key, sends an encoded message (voting data) to another stationary node which
is connected to the Data Server (Figures 3 and 4). This server then send it to the National Database of
Election Commission through the Internet (Figures 1 and 2). The total process is figured in the sequence
diagram in Figure 5.

Biometric	Authentication Validation

If	does	not	
succeed

If	Succeeds

User	
(Voter)

requests

Cryptographic	key Voting

Receives	a	key

Acknowledges

Give	vote	using	the	key

Internet

Send	data

Gets	out	of	Network

If	does	not	
succeed

If	Succeeds

 

Figure 5: Sequence diagram of voting process of a voter in a MANET
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Analysis of Process and Operations

For mathematical analysis, the following attributes are being considered as given in Figures 5 and 6:

User	1

User	2

User	3

User	x

.

WN	1

Security	server

a1

a1

a1

a1

a2

a2

a2

a2

a3

a3

a3

a3

a4

a4

a4

a4

.
.

a5

a5

a5

a5

a6

a6

a6

a6

 

Figure 6: Operational analysis

au = authentication process, wn = wireless node, a = operation, s = Security Server
An authentication process au1 contains m operations of wn1, where m contains m1 = a1 +a2 +a3 +

...+am, where
a1 is the request from u1 to connect to wn1
a2 is the reply from wireless node wn1 for biometric authentication to u1
a3 is the reply from u1 with the biometric information to wn1
a4 is the biometric data that wn1 sends to the security server s1
a5 happens when wn1 receives the result from s1
a6 happens when wn1 informs u1 of the result of authentication

For x users, there will be mx operations for wn1.

F(wn1) = x∑
m
i=0 ai

As m1 = a1 +a2 +a3 + ...+am it can be expressed as

m1 = ∑
m
i=0 ai

Therefore, F(wn1) = xm1 = m1x

For best, average and worst cases,

m1 = a1 +a2 +a3 +a4 +a5 +a6

At worst cases, there will be m operations for the total operation of voting. There will not be vali-
dation and vote casting operations anymore (from Figure 7). Therefore, only best and average cases are
being considered here.

Hence, mx = O(x), which means that our proposed process will take linear time in spite of large
quantity of users.

Here, DHCP has been the crucial protocol to handle such large volume of voters.
Again, the wireless node wn2 will receive a request from wn1 on behalf of u1 to continue operations
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for validation of u1 if the authentication is successful for y users out of x. wn2 will execute p operations
as indicated below:

b1 = receive request and data from wn1 for u1
b2 = generate query and send to server s2
b3 = receives result from s2
b4 = inform u1 on verification result

m2 = b1 +b2 +b3 + ...+bp and can be expressed as

m2 = ∑
p
j=0 b j

For y users, where y≤ x

F(wn2) = y∑
p
j=0 b j

Therefore, F(wn2) = ym2 = m2y

Now at average cases, for y users (out of x) there will be total operations for authentication and vali-
dation in wn1 and wn2 as shown below:

F(wn1,wn2) = m1x+m2y = m1(y+(x− y))+m2y

F(wn1,wn2) = m1x+m2y+m1(x−y), where where (x−y) are those users (voters) who did not suc-
ceed in the authentication process.

For best cases (x = y), all x users will get authentication and validation. Therefore, F(wn1,wn2) =
x(m1 +m2)
As, both m1 and m2 are finite constant numbers, therefore for x or y, either will maintain O(x) or O(y).
There will be always a linear time consumed for run time processes in authentication and validation of
any quantity of users for Internet voting.

For casting of votes, wn3 will perform q operations expressed as m3 = c1+c2+c3+ ...+cq =∑
q
k=0 ck

If there are z users out of y giving votes, F(wn3) = z∑
q
k=0 ck

Therefore, F(wn3) = zm3 = m3z
All in all, there will be a total of F(wn1,wn2,wn3) operations from authentication to voting.

F(wn1,wn2,wn3) = m1x+m2y+m3z = m1(y+(x− y)+m2(y+(y− z)+m3z))
where z≤ y≤ z, x−y users failed to authenticate and y− z users failed in the validation purposes (as

sown in Figure 7).
Now, for best cases, where x = y = z, F(wn1,wn2,wn3) = O(n),n = x = y = z

For average cases, z ≤ y ≤ x and m1, m2 and m3 being finite and constant numbers of operations,
F(wn1,wn2,wn3) = O(x).

Analysis of the network topology and protocols

The MANET contains both stationary and mobile nodes and servers to be connected with Internet as
given in figure 3. For routing of data relating to authentication, validation and voting, an optimal routing
protocol needs to be chosen. Five different routing protocols have been chosen; OLSR and GRP from the
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Figure 7: Users in operation

proactive routing protocol suite; and AODV, DSR and TORA from the reactive routing protocol suite.
Under these protocols, the MANET is assessed considering five parameters, namely:

1. Packet Delivery Ratio

2. Media Access Delay

3. Network Load

4. Throughput

5. End-to-End Delay

Primarily AODV and OLSR have been found as the optimal protocols for routing of data in MANETs
and finally AODV has been concluded as the best of all.

Analysis of the network security and threats

In MANETs, Black Hole attacks are considered as a network layer threat. Since, AODV and OLSR has
been found as the optimal protocols (will be discussed in details in result and analysis section), the attack
was simulated on these two protocols only. Figure 4 shows how a malicious node participates in the
network and being an active element in the network route, it disrupts the performance of the network.
The attack may be occurred either from an internal or external malicious node.

The performance is measured considering end-to-end delay, throughput, network load, and packet
delivery ratio for both 16 and 30 nodes. For simulation, end-to-end delay, throughput, and network load
are taken as parameters for both AODV and OLSR, whereas packet deliver ratio was chosen only for
AODV.

4 Analysis of Results and Discussion

An OPNET-based simulation environment was configured for both 16 and 30 nodes with an area of
100*100 meters. The IPv4 addressing scheme has been adopted with a 600 seconds of simulation dura-
tion time. The simulation was performed with five routing protocols considering five distinct parameters.
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Table 1: Result of protocols in the MANET
No. of nodes Metric AODV DSR GRP OLSR TORA

16

End-to-End Delay 0.00010 0.00023 0.00011 0.0000691 0.00076
Media Access Delay 0.00005 0.00008 0.00006 0.0000694 0.00078

Network Load 1190.326 880.448 1145.192 4102.756 1845.123
Throughput 8698 4960 8189 33492 2384

Packets Dropped 2 constant 35 constant constant

30

End-to-End Delay 0.00044 0.00059 0.00043 0.0000812 0.00079
Media Access Delay 0.00007 0.00059 0.00019 0.00000067 0.00118

Network Load 4809.948 2540.236 3184.101 10984.234 5754.972
Throughput 61793 34988 49124 184895 25187

Packets Dropped 3 constant 95 constant constant

4.1 Performance of Protocols in MANETs

End-to-end Delay

Average end-to-end delay = ∑(Time of Destination received packets – Time of Source sent packets)/
Number of packets Using the equation above, for both 16 and 30 node environment, OLSR is found to
perform better as can be seen in Table 1. Despite reducing of broadcasts in routes by AODV through
maintaining of sequences for each destinations to make AODV faster, OLSR is better for its proactive
characteristics.

Media Access Delay

Table 1 shows that OLSR performs better with both 16 and 30 nodes. Every single entry in the routing
table for each destination prevents AODV to create loops and instead of that OLSR performs best due to
its proactive nature.

Network Load

Table 1 shows that AODV performs well than all other protocols due to reactive routing characteristics.
DSR performs better in lower density of nodes whereas for a scalable network AODV has least network
load.

Throughput

The proactive nature of OLSR to get better throughput than other protocols in MANETs. But, in higher
density of nodes, AODV performs optimally. The measurement is taken using the following equation:
Throughput = Size of the Received packet / Time

Packet Dropped

Since, AODV can efficiently utilize resources with less consumption, it has less packet drops compared
to other protocols. Delivery of packets can be measured from following equation:

Packet delivery fraction = Number of packets received / Number of packets sent
Since, both AODV and OLSR are dominant in MANETs, they are further assessed in NS3 with

attributes of data packets, control packets, overheads and average delay. The result shows that AODV is
better than OLSR (from Table 2).
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Table 2: Routing overhead of AODV and OLSR in NS3
Protocol Data Packets Control Packets Overheads Delay (average) in secs
AODV 99 497 83.33 0.0013
OLSR 99 1701 94.50 0.0009

Here, both Table 1 and Table 2 show that OLSR is faster but AODV is found to be more reliable in
re-routing of data and adaptable in scalable networks.

Performance of MANETs under malicious attacks

AODV has higher delays than that of OLSR in both 16 and 30 nodes. Under attack, delay rises more
sharply in AODV than that of OLSR (see Figures 8 and 9).

Figure 8: End-to-End Delay for 16 nodes

Throughput of OLSR is greater and under attack, performance of OLSR is affected more in spite of
having larger throughput than AODV as can be seen in Figures 10 and 11.

The network load of OLSR is higher compared to that of AODV. AODV is stable more under attack
whereas there is a sharp decline of network load in OLSR (from Figures 12 and 13).

Therefore, OLSR is more vulnerable to Black Hole attacks in a network and AODV is more stable.
But, OLSR performs better without attack.
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Figure 9: End-to-End Delay for 30 nodes

Figure 10: Throughput for 16 nodes

4.2 Results

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is the ratio between packets delivered to the destination end and packets
actually sent by the source. The PDR is assessed for AODV under single or multiple attacks in the
network. During attacks, the performance of PDR for AODV in MANET falls radically.

5 Conclusion

The proposed Internet voting system comprises several MANETs installed and deployed in different
locations of voting area. Despite the concept Internet voting strongly adheres to voting from any location
in this globe, the proposed system does not obey. Rather, by building MANETs in different location,
voters are invited to visit the location and sign in this network. Staying of voters in different platform
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Figure 11: Throughput for 30 nodes

Figure 12: Network Load for 16 nodes

and remote networks increase risks and threats. MANETs perform well in higher density of voters.
Growth of the quantity of voters does not affect overall performance and this paper discovered that total
operations involved in this system maintain linear time complexity. Therefore, the network is strongly
scalable.

Routing of this network is effective under AODV protocol. With the growth of users, performance of
MANETs do not degrade in terms of delay, throughput, network load and packets dropped. The network
is secured as probable threats at network layer are analyzed. Multi hop links are vulnerable by Black
Hole attacks and this paper found that AODV is more stable than OLSR and performs better in spite of
higher performances of OLSR in the network.

The i-voting system can effectively and securely route data in the MANET and cast vote. This
research has certain limitations on assessment of security issues, since there are other attacks that can
occur at the physical, network, transport and application layers. The research was limited only to a
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Figure 13: Network Load for 30 nodes

Figure 14: Packet Delivery Ratio for AODV

certain possible types of attacks.
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